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WAVE PROPAGATION IN A LATTICE KPP EQUATION IN

RANDOM MEDIA

TZONG-YOW LEE AND FRED TORCASO

(Communicated by Mark Freidlin)

Abstract. We extend a result of Freidlin and Gartner (1979) for KPP (Kol-
mogorov-Petrovskii-Piskunov) wave fronts to the case d ≥ 2 for i.i.d. (in-
dependent and identically distributed) random media. We show a wave front
propagation speed is attained for the discrete-space (lattice) KPP using a large
deviation approach.

Introduction

The problem of wave front propagation in 1-dimensional space homogeneous
random media was considered in Gartner and Freidlin (1979) [3], where they extend
the results from the periodic case. See Freidlin (1985) [2] for an exposition. While
the continuous space R was used, their method and result extend to the lattice
space Z easily. The extension to higher dimensions d > 1 presents some difficulty.
We thank Mark Freidlin for suggesting this interesting problem. We will consider
the lattice space Zd and assume that the random media at the lattice points are
independent of one another. For an excellent account of analysis and modelling of
front propagation in parabolic PDEs and their utility in applications see Xin (1997)
[7].

In this paper we consider discrete-space KPP equations of the following form:

∂u

∂t
= 4̃u+ ξ(x)u(1 − u), t > 0, x ∈ Zd

u(0, x) = 10(x),
(1)

where 4̃ is the discrete Laplacian: 4̃f(x) = 1
2d

∑
e:|e| = 1[f(x + e) − f(x)], and

10(x) = 1 if x = 0 and equals 0 otherwise. The random field ξ ≡ {ξ(x) : x ∈ Zd}
is supported on the probability space (Ω̂, F̂ , P̂ ). It is not difficult to treat more
general form of KPP nonlinearity. The above form is chosen for the simplicity
of presentation. We further assume that the ξ(x) are independent and identically
distributed, bounded and nonnegative random variables, and we set

A = ess sup ξ(0),
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where the ess sup is with respect to P̂ . The case where ess sup ξ(0) = ∞ is easy
and is discussed in the concluding remark (iv). The solution u(t, x) = u(t, x; ω̂) to

(1) is a function of t ≥ 0, x ∈ Zd and ω̂ ∈ Ω̂.
In order to state the main result of this paper, we define some notation. We set

for z < −A
µ(z; e) = lim

t→∞
1

t
log Ete[ e

∫ τ0
0 (ξ(ηs)+z) ds ].(2)

Here η· is the strong Markov process on Zd that corresponds to the generator
4̃, a continuous time symmetric simple random walk, and τa is the first time ηt
hits the site a ∈ Zd. We can prove that, if z > −A, then (2) is infinite under
an assumption weaker than the i.i.d. assumption. It is an easy consequence of
the subadditive ergodic theorem, see e.g. Liggett (1985) [4], that this limit exists

P̂ -a.s., and since our underlying random media are ergodic, the limit µ(z; e) is
nonrandom. The limit function µ(z; e) is also relevant in the study of Brownian
motions in random potential and percolation processes. See Sznitman (1994) [5]
for an excellent acccount of some relations and further references.

Let I(y; e) denote the Legendre transform of the function µ(z; e):

I(y; e) = sup
z<−A

[ yz − µ(z; e) ].(3)

Probabilities and expectations with respect to the process η· will be denoted by Px
and Ex, respectively. The subscript x refers to the fact that the process η starts at
x: η0 = x. Since our functions evolve in Zd, it is important that x be in Zd, so by
Px and Ex we will mean to use x = [x], the nearest lattice site to x, where there is
some deterministic rule to break ties. Similarly, u(t, x) = u(t, [x]).

The main result of this paper is

Theorem. Make assumptions as above and let e ∈ Rd\{0}. Then for any v > 0,

P̂ -a.s.,

lim
t→∞

1

t
log u(t, tve) = −[vI( 1

v ; e) ∨ 0]

where a ∨ b = max(a, b). Moreover, I( 1
v ; e) = 0 has a unique solution v = ve which

can be characterized as

ve = inf
z<−A

z

µ(z; e)
.(4)

Remark 1. The i.i.d. assumption on ξ is used only in one place in the proof.
Elsewhere it is replaced by the weaker assumption of ergodic stationary media of
“purely” random type, by which we mean that P̂ satisfies

For any L > 0 and ε > 0,

P̂ [ξ(x) > ess sup ξ(0)− ε, ∀x ∈ ΛL] > 0,

where ΛL is the box centered at the origin of side width 2L+ 1.

Note that a periodic medium is not purely random. Corresponding wave propaga-
tion results for periodic media can be found in Freidlin (1985) [2]. See his Section
7.3 for the case of arbitrary dimensions. For the one-dimensional case he showed
that the periodic case is a special case subject to his result for random media (see
Sections 7.4–7). We believe that the above theorem holds for all purely random
media, but do not have a proof. It would be interesting to see a unified approach
worked out for both periodic and purely random cases in high dimensions (d ≥ 2).
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Remark 2. In view of this theorem we define ve as the wave speed in the logarithmic
sense. The variational formula of ve is easily derived from the definition of I. The
speed ve is nonrandom as µ(z; e) is. We believe that the solution u goes to 1 (P̂ -
a.s.) for v < ve and do not work on its proof. Such a result should follow from
analysis similar to that in Freidlin (1985, p. 521) [2].

Let us summarize some basic properties of the functions µ and I in the following

Lemma. Let e ∈ Rd\{0}.
(a) The function µ(z; e) = limt→∞ 1

t log Ete[ e
∫ τ0
0 ξ(ηs)+z ds ] > −∞ exists P̂ -

a.s., is a convex function in z, and aµ(z; e) = µ(z; ae).
(b) µ(z; e) is a concave function of e.
(c) µ(z; e) tends to −∞ as z tends to −∞.
(d) The Legendre transform I(y; e) (see (3)) of µ(z; e) defined above is a convex

function of both its arguments, is a strictly decreasing function of y > 0, and I(y; e)
tends to ∞ as y ↓ 0.

(e) The exponent vI( 1
v ; e) in the main theorem equals I(1; ve) and is convex in

f = ve, hence in v for fixed e.
(f) The wave speed ve of this paper is unique.

We should say a few words about the proof of the main result. That u ≤ 1
is readily seen from a comparison if we substitute the initial function in (1) by
the function identically equal to 1. This explains why the logarithmic limit is
nonpositive in the Theorem. As can be guessed, the upper bound utilizes (2), the
limit of a certain cumulant generating function, and a Chebyshev type of inequality.
The details follow the steps of Gartner and Freidlin (1979) [3] closely.

For the lower bound, a difficulty arises that does not appear in the one-dimen-
sional case studied in Gartner and Freidlin (1979) [3]. In that 1-d case, µ(z) is
in fact a smooth function of z (this follows from the ergodic theorem), and we
can easily apply the Gartner-Ellis theorem (e.g. Dembo and Zeitouni (1993) [1]).
However, in the case of d ≥ 2 we only know the function µ(z) is convex, so there
needs to be more work to derive a useful large deviation lower bound. We are able
to obtain the good lower bound, using essentially the idea of Lemma 20 in Zerner
(1997) [8]. In Zerner’s proof he uses first passage percolation times to help prove
a lower bound large deviation result. We basically illustrate the parts of his proof
that we need without the use of first passage percolation times.

Remarks

We conclude this article with some remarks.
(i) Let ve be the wave speed in the direction e and let δ > 0 be arbitrary. Let

Ce,δ be the cone region

Ce,δ = { af : a > 0 , |f − e| < δ }.
Then the wave speed remains unchanged if we decrease ξ(x) for x /∈ Ce,δ, as both
the upper and lower bounds remain effective. Clearly, the upper bound holds. The
lower bound holds, due to the fact that the trajectories “wandering out of the cone
Ce,δ” did not contribute at all.

(ii) What happens to the wave speed ve if we increase ξ(x) for x /∈ Ce,δ? The
speed ve can get a real boost. For example, for x /∈ Ce,δ let a large B > 1 be
multiplied by the original ξ(x): we have Bξ(x) for x /∈ Ce,δ. In any direction b
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outside of Ce,δ, the closure of the cone, (i) then implies that vb is as in the case of
Bξ(x) for x ∈ Zd random media, which is as large as one desires (by choosing large
B). It is now easy to see that the most favorable trajectory, in the case of large
B, would be wandering out of the cone Ce,δ first and then take advantage of the
enhanced (by large B) wave speed vb.

(iii) It is interesting to know if µ(z; e) is in fact a smooth function of z. As
mentioned in the Introduction this is known to be true for 1-dimensional random
media. For the case of higher-dimensional random media this is still unknown. If
µ(z; e) is a smooth function then the proof of the lower bound estimate is greatly
simplified. There can be many approaches to showing such a result, but we would
like to mention one. For instance, one can show the smoothness of µ(z) by showing
the following variance bound:

V Qte,z [τ0] = O(t).

The smoothness of µ would then follow from the Arzéla-Ascoli theorem. Sznitman
(1995) showed that 0 < lim supt→∞

1
tE

Qte,z [τ0] <∞. It would be interesting to see

a central limit theorem proved or disproved P̂ -a.s. for the (standardized) τ0 with
respect to the tilted measure Qte,z, z < −A.

(iv) As a last remark we would like to say something in the case where ξ(0) is
an unbounded nonnegative random variable. It turns out that the speed v = ve
will be infinite for all e ∈ Rd\{0}. To see this let W(k) be the truncation of ξ(0)
at k, k ≥ 0: W(k) = ξ(0) if ξ(0) ≤ k, and W(k) = k if ξ(0) > k. Let v(k) and
µ(k)(z) be the wave front speed and µ-function, respectively, associated with i.i.d.

W(k)-distributed random media. Here, since we fix an e ∈ Rd\{0}, we omit writing
the e in our notation. Clearly v ≥ v(k) and both v(k) and µ(k) are nondecreasing in
k. The main theorem gives

v ≥ v(k) = inf
z<−k

z

µ(k)(z)
≥ inf

z<−k
z

µ(0)(z)
.(5)

Now µ(0) can be estimated in all dimensions. We will demonstrate v = ∞ only in
the 1-dimensional case. In this case, we have an explicit formula for µ(0)(z) which
can be easily shown to be

µ(0)(z) = −2 sinh−1

√
−z

2
.

The right-hand side of (5) is then readily seen to tend to infinity as k tends to
infinity.
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